Artistic exploration with zeitgeist
——A Brief Comment on Wan Changlin's Ceramic Art
In terms of ceramic art, China has a long history and profound accumulation. Of course, it is
our duty to continue to carry forward this traditional art. A common problem facing many artists
is how to deal with the integration and reconstruction of traditional culture and foreign culture.
Blindly adhering to traditions, it is naturally difficult to adapt to the development of the times;
blindly copying the West will lose oneself. Neither of these is desirable.
I am delighted to see that the young ceramist Wan Changlin is not overwhelmed by traditional
Chinese ceramic art, nor does he simply copy the concepts of western art. He finds his own way of
ceramic art.
His pottery creation has gotten rid of the formal interest of academic style and has risen to
the spiritual level. This is an extremely valuable exploration and a transcendence of tradition and
himself. His works show his concern for the society and the individual, the thinking about human
survival and the crisis of belief, reflect the anxiety about ecology and realistic survival, and call for
the spiritual home of mankind. This is an artistic theme with zeitgeist and realistic consciousness.
This fiery pursuit of art and deep philosophical exploration has given his pottery works the power
to move people's hearts.
The 21st century is the century of Chinese cultural renaissance. The so-called renaissance is
definitely not simply restoring ancient ways but requires cultural reconstruction, which requires
exploration in many aspects. Inheritance, development and innovation are the main roads leading
to cultural development and prosperity. Artists like Wan Changlin with deep thoughts and a sense
of mission provide a human guarantee for the revival and reconstruction of Chinese culture and
art. They are both the creator and the carrier of culture. It is their creation and exploration that
ensure the infinite vitality and prospects of Chinese culture and art.
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